FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
Preparations.
The Snugs (as we came to call them) soon arrived from
Tientsin. Round of figure and with large grey eyes, Nina
was charming. She was the daughter of a Russian doctor of
Urumchi, a true child of the steppe, had always lived in
Central Asia, could make bread, look after horses, even make
a tent—for she had spent many months amongst the Kirghiz
and spoke the language well.
He, Stepan, a former Cossack, had taken refuge in
Turkestan after Annenkov's retreat. Having lived over five
years in the Tsaidam, he had covered hundreds of miles
collecting wool and furs for export. He rejoiced at the
thought of going back to the life he loved To convince me
that he would be the best of guides he made a great display
of all he knew. And my imagination took fire. Stepan's
yellow eyes shone as he conjured up the unknown valleys of
Tibet where he had hunted the wild yak* He knew rivers
rich with gold, flowing at the foot of towering mountain
chains crowned with snow and ice. He even talked of making
skis if we wanted to do some climbing. He was friendly with
the Mongols and knew all the lore they recounted over their
argol fires. Scarcely turning a hair, he suggested that he
could lead us to the gates of Lhasa if we found that the civil
war barred our route to the west.
But the exciting talk had to be interrupted, for we must
make out a list of provisions and objects which we should not
be able to obtain in the provinces of the interior. There was
coffee and cocoa, jam, chocolate, curry, macaroni, Quaker
Oats, mustard and, not least, half a dozen bottles of good
brandy for very cold days and hours when morale fell low.
Also, four enormous boxes of tobacco for the pipes of our
smoking gentry.
As for camping materials and clothing, we already had
sleeping-bags, fur caps, thick woollen garments and big
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